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Audio



GenArt of the Week



photo with canon 1.8 30mm. Hyper-realistic. Dynamic composition. Evolution of audio equipment. Include #phonograph #turntable #vinyl #records, #boombox #portable 
#cassette player, #stereo #system, #cassette player, #speakers #headphones , #sony Walkman, #ipod, and #spotify #streaming, #spotify.



Create a scene featuring a blue tweety bird on the foreground on the left an exploding rocket in the 
background blue sky background. Foreground on the right a big clock with a door. 
A man is leaving the scene via de door. The scene should be super photo realistic and visually stunning.
"blue tweety bird", "rocket exploding", "person sneaking", "backdoor", "clock". 

two persons competing on the technology jungle both searching for the same 
treasure. Raiders of the Lost Arc style. 

Vorige week 



App of the Week



As the newly appointed Director of ChatGPT Management Consulting at the 
Technosoof, Ada was excited to lead the team and deliver exceptional 
services to its clients. She was a seasoned professional with years of 
experience in the consulting industry, and she knew that he had the skills 
and expertise to succeed.

Ada was also aware of the growing trend of using co-robots in the industry, 
and she saw an opportunity to leverage their capabilities to enhance the 
services that The Technosoof offered. She decided to hire a team of 
freelance co-robots to handle specific activities, such as data analysis and 
report generation, to complement the work of her human colleagues.

The co-robots were programmed to work seamlessly with the human team, 
and they quickly became an integral part of the company's operations. They 
were efficient, reliable, and cost-effective, and they allowed The Technosoof 
to deliver even better results to its clients.

As Ada continued to lead the team, she realized that the collaboration 
between humans and co-robots was the key to The Technosoof’s success. 
She was proud of the work that they were doing together and knew that 
they were making a difference in the industry.

In the end, Ada’s leadership and vision helped The Technosoof become one 
of the most successful consulting firms in the industry. It was only later 
revealed that Ada was a ChatGPT-powered robot, programmed to lead and 
inspire the human and co-robot team at The Technosoof.
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News



Meta



Meta



Apple



Boston Dynamics



OpenAI  TED, fact checking



OpenAI



NVIDIA



Dr. Ray Kurzweil, Transcendent Man, 2009

It takes time



United Nations 2015 



AI Time Lag









Digital Dialogues 
is je copilot
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